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NEW QUESTION: 1

Which of these statements regarding Veeam ONE Custom Alerts are
true? (select three)
A. Custom Alerts support Trigger type: Rule for specific
conditions or state
B. Custom Alerts support rule condition: Resource usage is out
of allowed range
C. Custom Alerts support rule condition: Snapshot size for VM
is inside allowed range
D. Custom Alerts support Trigger type: Event based rules
E. Custom Alerts support rule condition: VMware VM tools out of
date
Answer: B,D,E
Explanation:
Reference:
http://helpcenter.veeam.com/one/80/vsphere/alarm_rules_for_vi.h
tml

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are three advantages of vlans?
A. They provide a method of conserving ip addresses in large
networks
B. They can simplify adding moving or changing hosts on the
network
C. They provide a low latency internetworking alternative to
routed networks
D. They utilize packet filtering to enhance network security
E. They allow access to network services based on department
not physical location
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer will be consolidating a number of IBM i and AIX
partitions from several older servers onto an existing S824
These partitions are parts of various operating groups within
the customer and require connectivity to various private
networks and network redundancy. The server utilizes SAN
Storage and dual VIO Server partitions.
Which solution satisfies the customer's requirements?
A. In the existing VIO Server partitions, add a quad port
Ethernet card. Create an SEA in VIOS to each port of the
Ethernet card. Configure virtual Ethernet connections to the
VIO Server partitions for each SEA with one flagged priority.
B. Add two SR-IOV capable Ethernet adapters.
Allocate each of them to the partitions and create the
connections to the correct VLANs as needed.
C. Add two additional VIO Server partitions each with a quad
port Ethernet card. Create an SEA in VIO Server to each port of
the Ethernet card.
Configure virtual Ethernet connections to the VIO Server

partitions for each SEA with one flagged priority
D. Utilize two of the IBM i Partitions to bridge to the outside
Attach a quad port Ethernet IOA to each partition and bridge
the ports lo internal VLANs needed by the guest partitions.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your VPN Community includes three Security Gateways. Each
Gateway has its own internal network defined as a VPN Domain.
You must test the VPN-1 NGX route-based VPN feature, without
stopping the VPN. What is the correct order of steps?
A. 1. Add a new interface on each Gateway.
2.Remove the newly added network from the current VPN Domain
for each Gateway.
3.Create VTIs on each Gateway, to point to the other two peers
4.Enable advanced routing on all three Gateways.
B. 1. Add a new interface on each Gateway.
2.Remove the newly added network from the current VPN Domain in
each gateway object.
3.Create VPN Tunnel Interfaces (VTI) on each gateway object, to
point to the other two peers.
4.Add static routes on three Gateways, to route the new network
to each peer's VTI interface.
C. 1. Add a new interface on each Gateway.
2.Add the newly added network into the existing VPN Domain for
each gateway object.
3.Create VTIs on each gateway object, to point to the other two
peers.
4.Add static routes on three Gateways, to route the new
networks to each peer's VTI interface.
D. 1. Add a new interface on each Gateway.
2.Add the newly added network into the existing VPN Domain for
each Gateway.
3.Create VTIs on each gateway object, to point to the other two
peers.
4.Enable advanced routing on all three Gateways.
Answer: B
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